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The Flight Management System (FMS) has been identified by researchers, airline pilots,
and airline instructors as hard to learn and difficult to use. Using the FMS to execute airline
mission tasks requires the development and maintenance of a pilot’s cognitive skills to interact
with the FMS user-interface. This cognition is guided by visual cues (e.g. labels, prompts),
user-interface conventions, and memorized action sequences. Pilot actions prompted by visual
cues on the user-interface take less time to learn and reduce the likelihood of errors while
performing infrequent tasks in revenue-service operations. The analysis described in this
paper identified the presence of visual cues to completely guide all pilot actions for twenty
five percent (25%) of 102 airline mission tasks performed using a modern FMS. Further,
forty-five percent (45%) of the tasks were identified as occurring infrequently and were not
completely supported by salient visual cues. The low percentage of tasks supported entirely
by visual cues contributes to pilots perceptions about the difficulty in learning and using
the FMS. Implications for training the FMS and the design of improved user-interfaces are
discussed.

Introduction

ONE of the investments made by airlines is in the development and maintenance of pilot cognitive skills to perform
airline mission tasks using the Flight Management System (FMS). Airline mission tasks include: executing Air

Traffic Control (ATC) instructions, responding to equipment cautions/warnings, and performing checklist items and
airline operating procedures. The user-interface for the FMS is the Multi-function Control and Display Unit (MCDU)
illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Multi-function Control Display Unit (MCDU) is the user-interface to the FMS. User accesses pages via Mode
Keys, enters data into the Scratchpad via the alpha/numeric keys, and inserts the entries via the Line Select Keys.

Investigations by researchers of modern airline cockpit operations have identified issues related to the learning
and use of functions provided by the FMS. Pilots described the experience of learning to use this automation as
“drinking from a fire hose”,1 and only achieve skilled and efficient use of the system after 12 to 18 months of line
experience.2

Several studies and surveys of pilots have consistently revealed that pilots have difficulty in using the features
of the FMS during line operations due to gaps in their knowledge 3−6 and cite the need for more training.7 Pilots
experience using the FMS is summarized by Ladkin8 as follows:

• “…pilot confusion regarding FMS-presented information is not unusual, even among experienced pilots.”
• “Confusion about the FMS presentation, as is true for use of any computer, is often resolved after

persistent interaction with it.”
• Pilots assume that the “…confusion he was encountering was related to his use of the FMS, and that continued

interaction with it would ultimately clarify the situation.”
Issues with learning and using the FMS have been attributed to the lack of a detailed conceptual understanding

of how traditional pilot tasks are performed by the FMS.9,10 Other researchers have discussed the awkward layout
of the keyboard,11 the large number of pages and features,12 the complexity of navigating through the hierarchy of
pages, and the inefficiencies in inputting data.13,14

Whereas these phenomena contribute to the perceived complexity of the system, the difficulties experienced by
pilots in learning and using the FMS are directly related to the cognitive skills that must be learned and used to
perform all of the pilot actions required to complete an airline mission task.15

This paper describes the results of an analysis of the presence of visual cues on the MCDU to guide the human-
computer interaction required to perform a sample of 102 airline mission tasks using the functions of the FMS.
The results indicate that pilot interaction with the FMS is not comprehensively supported by visual cues on the
user-interface. These results have implications on the way pilots should be trained, and on the way future generations
of the automation should be designed and certified.

The next section of this paper provides a simplified model of pilot-automation interaction for performing airline
mission tasks using the automation. The following section describes the method of analysis of the human-computer
interaction of the airline mission tasks used in this study. This is followed by the results of the analysis. The final section
discusses the implications of these results and future work. This paper is a summary of the NASA/TM-2003-212274,
Drinking from the Fire Hose: Why the FMS is Hard to Learn and Difficult to Use.16

Pilot Interaction with the FMS
Pilot-automation interaction can be modeled by a two-way communication between pilot and automation.12 The

pilot communicates intentions to the FMS using Mode Keys (also known as Page Select keys), Line Select Keys,
and the Scratchpad on the MCDU user-interface (see Fig. 1). The FMS acknowledges pilot commands and provides
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feedback of its commanded behavior and the changes in the environment via MCDU pages. There are in excess of
38 pages displayed on the MCDU used in a typical commercial airliner.

Pilots Execute Airline Mission Tasks
The pilot’s activities in completing an airline mission (i.e. flight leg) can be broken down into the execution of

a series of tasks.14 Airline mission tasks include air traffic control (ATC) instructions, checklist items, response to
automation caution/warning, or standard operating procedures (flows). They are triggered by voice instructions,
visual indications both outside and inside the aircraft, visual checklists, response to warning/cautions from the
automation, or by memorized airline procedures (flows). This paper focuses on the airline mission tasks that are
executed using features of the FMS.

Five Step Process for Pilot-Avionics Interaction
The execution of an airline mission task by a pilot can be modeled as a series of five cognitive stages.16 The five

stage model, known as the RAFIV model, is described below:
(1) Reformulate the airline mission task into a definition of the function (or feature) of the FMS that will be used,

and the data that must be entered.17 For example, an ATC clearance “direct to waypoint” can be executed
using the DIRECT TO feature of the MCDU LEGS page. The waypoint is the data that must be entered.

Once a decision on how to use the automation has been defined, the pilot must perform a sequence of actions to
select the FMS function and transfer the data. These actions have been divided into three steps by.2

(2) Access the right user-interface by physical actions that must be taken on the user-interface to display the
fields for data entry. Accessing pages on an FMS this is accomplished by selecting MCDU mode keys
and/or navigating the hierarchy of pages on the MCDU.

(3) Format and Enter data. Data must be formatted carefully to be accepted by the MCDU pages. For example,
the entry of a lateral route offset on the MCDU is <Side L or R><distance in nm.>. Most formatting takes
place while typing entries into the scratchpad.

(4) Insert data in the correct location. Line Select keys on the MCDU are used to select items and insert data
typed into the scratchpad.

The format and insert stages may be repeated several times for multiple entries. For example to complete the
instructions for a Hold may include information about the leg length/time, turn direction, radial, and/or quadrant.

(5) Verify & Monitor that the automation: (1) has accepted the pilot entry, (2) is performing the intended task
within the envelope of acceptable performance, and (3) the FMS function is satisfying the task objectives.
This step involves scan and intensive scrutiny of the Primary Flight Display (PFD), Navigation Display
(ND), and MCDU. The monitoring stage occurs for the full period of the task. It should be noted that many
inputs to the MCDU have no immediate effect, but may impact the flight several hours after their entry.

Example Pilot-Avionics Interaction
An example of the breakdown of the steps to execute an ATC task: “path offset 20 miles right for weather” is

shown below.
(1) Remember or Infer that the MCDU has a function known as OFFSET that can automatically modify the

flightplan to offset the path. Remember or Infer that the data required for this function is side (left or right)
and distance (in nm.)

(2) Remember or Infer that the OFFSET function is on the RTE page (not the LEGS page). See that the RTE
page accessed by pressing a mode key labeled “RTE”.

(3) Remember or Infer the format for entry of the data is <side><distance>. Remember or Infer an acronym
for side is “L” or “R”. The data is typed into the scratchpad.

(4) See that the scratchpad data is inserted in a field labeled OFFSET.
(5) See the display of data in the OFFSET field and See the display of modified flight path on the Navigation

Display (ND) to verify acceptance of entry.
It should be noted that whereas the stages described above are useful for training and analysis, there is no evidence

that novice, intermediate skilled, or expert pilots organize their knowledge in this linear manner.
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Pilots Actions are Prompted by Visual Cueing, Inference, or Memorized Actions
Each of the five steps can be thought of as being triggered by a combination of:

(i) seeing a visual cue for an action sequence, such as a prompt or label on the automation,18

(ii) knowledge-based reasoning or inference from user conventions or similarities with other tasks,19 or
(iii) remembering a memorized action sequence.20

For the “path offset 20 mile right for weather” task used in the example above, the pilot uses salient visual cues
to guide the action sequences for steps, 4, and 5. The pilot must infer the action sequences from user conventions or
similar tasks, or recall a memorized action sequence, to perform steps 1, 2, and 3.

Visual Cues Result in Reduced Training Costs and Improved Cockpit Operations
Pilot actions that are guided by visual cues require less time to train to reach competence than those pilot actions

that rely on inference or memorized action sequences. This phenomenon has long been established in the analysis
of office automation and in analysis of Human-Computer Interaction.21,22

Similar results have been found in airline cockpit operations.23,24 A recent study of cockpit operations of 20 C-130
pilots qualified on a new advanced FMS provides some sense of the role of visual cues.25 The likelihood of a pilot
committing an error in accessing the correct display was 74% when two pilot actions were required and neither was
guided by visual cues. The likelihood of a pilot committing an error in accessing the correct display was 13% when a
single pilot action was required and was not prompted by a visual cue. In contrast, when the pilot action was visually
cued, the likelihood of a pilot error was 6%.

Steps with memorized action sequences require constant use to avoid forgetting. Tasks with memorization actions
that occur infrequently (i.e. less than once a month) are subject to forgetting.18,26 When a pilot is confronted with
an infrequent task with a memorization action that is forgotten, the pilot must resort to inferencing using knowledge
about user-interface conventions, knowledge about similar tasks, or problem-solving by trial-and-error exploration
of the user-interface.27 This process requires focused attention and cognitive processing that drives up pilot workload
resulting in less efficient cockpit operations and a reduced margin of safety.

Method of Analysis
The purpose of this study was to identify the presence of visual cues to prompt pilot action sequences in the

conduct of airline mission tasks using the FMS. The degree to which action sequences are not supported by visual
cues would explain the perceived difficulties in learning and using the automation experienced by airline pilots.

Analysis
A sample of 102 mission tasks defined in the Honeywell B777 Pilots Guide [28] was analyzed. Each mission task

was described using the 5 stage RAFIV model. Each task was classified as Frequent or Infrequent. Each RAFIV step
of the task was classified as See based on the existence of salient visual cues to aid in the performance of the step.
A step without any visual cue prompting the action sequence was designated as a Remember/Infer step.

Task Selection
The tasks used in the analysis were MCDU tasks defined in the Honeywell B777 Pilots Guide. Since this manual

is a “system description,” the tasks were culled by parsing the manual section by section and pulling out descriptions
that were associated with the pilot performing tasks using the FMS. All of the airborne operations tasks listed in the
Pilot’s Guide were included. Pre-flight tasks were not included.

Since the tasks were listed in the Pilots Guide, the list of tasks used in this study included only tasks that could
be performed by the FMS. Tasks that are not directly supported by the FMS were not considered.

Team
The tasks were classified and analyzed to criteria by the team of authors that included; one flight instructor with

16 years experience at a major U.S. airline, one senior cognitive scientist with over 40 years experience, one twin
jet-engine rated pilot with 10 years of experience as a human factors researcher, and one avionics design engineer
with 18 years experience designing these systems. All classifications of the tasks were made by complete concurrence
of all parties. Differences between individual assessments were few in number and could be attributed to an absence
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of detailed domain knowledge or initial ambiguity in the classification criteria. The authors believe that a group with
similar domain experience would be able to conduct the classification with very similar results.

Criteria for Classification of See or Remember/Infer for each RAFIV Step
Each task was described by the RAFIV steps. A reformulate step was classified as a See step if the user-interface

provided a visual indication that:
(i) the automation feature was labeled and visually salient. That is, an ATP certified pilot without experience

using the FMS could use domain knowledge to reason that the function exists in the FMS (under the
assumption of shared terminology).

(ii) the task could be performed using a feature of the automation (and not broken down into several sub-tasks
for indirect application of several automation features).

(iii) the data (e.g. ATC instruction) could either be entered directly or the user-interface cues any mental
computation (e.g. compute reciprocal) required.

A reformulate step that required mental calculation of parameters, knowledge where the function was “hid-
den” in the automation displays, and/or a deep understanding of automation unique representations classified as
Remember/Infer.

An access step was classified as a See step if the input device to access the feature was clearly labeled or
prompted. Otherwise the step was classified as a Remember/Infer step. For example an appropriately labeled mode
key or line-select prompt provided visual cues for a See classification.

A format step was classified as a See step if the format for data entry was displayed (e.g. labeled field, default
values, list of options). If the step required recalling the format from long-term memory or inference from user-
interface conventions, then the stage was classified as Remember/Infer.

An insert step was classified as a See step if the location of entry was labeled. Otherwise the step was classified
as Remember/Infer step.

A verify and monitor step was classified as a See step if the automation provided feedback that confirmed the
progress toward the task goals. The step was classified as a Remember/Infer step if the step required mental calculation
of parameters, knowledge where the function was “hidden” in the automation displays, and/or a deep understanding
of automation unique representations to verify and monitor the task. It should be noted that this study limited analysis
of verification and monitoring only to those visual cues displayed on the MCDU and not those on the ND and PFD.
For this reason, the verification and monitor results are provided in this report, but there is no discussion of their
merits.

Frequency Criteria
Tasks were classified as frequent if they occurred at least once a month in typical revenue service. A typical B777

airline pilot, flying a standard U.S.-Europe schedule, will fly five 3-day trips a month, including 10 flight legs. As
a consequence, frequent tasks occur at least once in every ten flight legs (e.g. Direct To). Tasks were classified as
infrequent if they occurred once in every ten flights or more (i.e. less than once a month). An example RAFIV
analysis for the “path offset” task is illustrated above.

Results of Analysis
A total number of 102 airline mission tasks were found in the airborne section of the Honeywell B777 Pilot’s

Guide. A complete list of the tasks can be found in Appendix of Sherry et.al.16

There are three major findings:
(1) Twenty five percent (25%) of the tasks are completely supported by visual cues for all the steps required

to perform the task. Seventy five percent (75%) of the tasks require one or more inferenced or memorized
actions.

(2) the steps least supported by visual cues on the user-interface are the Reformulate step (30% of the tasks
supported by visual cues) and the Access step (55% of the tasks supported by visual cues).

(3) 40% of the tasks occur frequently enough not to warrant the use of visual cues. Fifteen percent (15%) of
the tasks occur infrequently, but are supported by visual cues. Forty five percent (45%) of the tasks occur
infrequently and are not supported by visual cues.
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Explaining Training Difficulties
Twenty-five percent (25%) of the tasks are completely supported by visual cues that prompt the pilot in all the

steps required for completion of the task. The remaining 75% of the tasks include one or more steps that require the
pilot to infer the next step from user-interface conventions, from similarities with related tasks, or by remembering
memorized action sequences.

The implication of this result is that the development of pilot skills during training can rely completely on visual
cues on the device for only 25% of the tasks. For steps in the remaining 75% of the tasks for which no visual cues
are present, the tasks must be trained using external information such as user manuals, training guides, or instructor
tips. These external sources must include information about the user-conventions, identify groups of similar tasks,
and identify the memorized actions where required.

The percentage of tasks supported by visual cues for each RAFIV step is as follows:
• Reformulate step—40% of the all the tasks
• Access step—65% of the all of the tasks
• Format & Enter step—85% of all the tasks
• Insert step—93% of all the tasks
• Verify & Monitor step—98% of all the tasks
The reformulate step, involving the mapping between ATC instructions and features of the FMS, is supported by

visual cues for 40% of the tasks. For these tasks, the existence of the FMS feature to support the task is reflected
in the labels and prompts on the user-interface (e.g. HOLD). The remaining 60% of the tasks require knowledge
of the organization of FMS features, remembering the existence of the feature in the hierarchy of MCDU pages, a
significant modification of the task into different or smaller sub-tasks, and/or mental computation of a parameter.
For example, the feature for climbing direct to a clearance altitude (without leveling off at intermediate flightplan
altitude constraints) is available on the VNAV only when certain conditions associated with the Mode Control Panel
(MCP) altitude and Cruise Flightlevel are satisfied.

This result is biased on the low side as this study considered only tasks that can be performed directly by the FMS.
Consideration of all the airline mission tasks would include a significant number of tasks that must be reformulated
into sub-tasks. For example, the BASI report1 found that 42% of the pilots indicated that they are required to enter
“workarounds” (intentionally incorrect or fictitious data) to ensure that the system did what they wanted it to do. This
problem occurred more frequently when pilots were trying to comply with “difficult air traffic control instructions
and to compensate for inadequacies during the descent/approach phases of flight”.

Sixty five percent (65%) of all tasks are supported by visual cues that prompt the pilot on the action sequence
required to access the correct MCDU page. This is a consequence of the limit of using 11 mode keys to access
features. There are two main classes of Mode Keys (also known as Page Select Keys), those that access functions,
and those that access underlying representations that can be manipulated. The PROG, HOLD, DEP/ARR, and
ALTN mode keys provide access to functions for performing these tasks. The RTE and LEGS Mode Keys provided
access to representations of the flightplan that can be manipulated in several different ways to manipulate the
representation.

Access steps classified as See steps are supported by Mode keys with labels that have strong semantic associations
with language of the task. Mode keys labeled with representations of the flightplan generally were classified as
Infer/Remember (unless the ATC instruction included the phrase akin to “route” or “leg”). For example, the fields
that accept the entries for an “offset to the lateral path” are located on the RTE page. The authors observed pilots in
training and in revenue service access the RTE page only after first accessing the LEGS page and not being able to
visually locate the OFFSET label.

The format & enter step is well supported by salient visual cues. Format and entry of 85% of the tasks are
supported by salient visual cues on the MCDU pages that display the desired format, range of entry, and units. The
tasks that do not provide visual cues, require the pilot to infer or remember action sequences in support of entry
of data whose format is not annunciated on the display. For example, programmed step climb points are entered
with format “/<flightlevel>S.” The absence of the slash or S will result in failure to complete the task. Most of the
tasks classified as Infer/Remember for the format & enter stage involved multi-parameter entries in which order,
acronyms, and partitioning (e.g. “/”) were required.
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Issues associated with format & entry are compounded by ambiguous feedback from the automation when there
is a format error (e.g. INAVLID ENTRY or FORMAT ERROR). Pilots in the BASI report specifically cited these
scratchpad messages as a source of confusion and suggested that they provide better feedback “to lead the pilot to
the source of the problem”.1

The insert step is well supported by visual cues (92% of the tasks). Problems were the result of the absence of
labels. For example, the location for insertion of the Direct To waypoint is not labeled and requires several repetitions
in initial FMS training to memorize the location of the insertion at the top of the list of waypoints on the LEGS page.
The absence of a label also can cause problems in revenue service when pilots try to insert the Direct To waypoint
at the top of the page without first paging back to the first page (1/n) of the LEGS.

The FMS exhibited a very robust design for the Verification and Monitor steps (98% of the tasks). The small
number of tasks that were classified as Infer/Remember required interpretation of a feedback message. For example,
if an abeam point cannot be computed on the current flightplan, the only feedback to the operator is the cryptic
INVALID ENTRY message. As discussed in the methods section above, the Verification and Monitor step was
limited to an analysis of the verification of acceptance of the pilot entries on the MCDU page and did not include
feedback from the PFD and ND.

For each of the RAFIV steps, training efficiency is compromised by the absence of visual cues on the user-
interface. The training program is obliged to provide the pilots with supporting documentation or instructions that
develop knowledge that allows the pilot to infer or remember the appropriate action sequence.

Explaining Operational Difficulties
Forty percent (40%) of the tasks were classified as frequent (occurring at least once in a month of revenue service

operations). The absence of visual cues does not affect pilot performance for these tasks due to the frequent repetition
of actions.

Sixty percent (60%) of the all the tasks were classified as infrequent. Twenty five percent (25%) of the infrequent
tasks are supported by visual cues for all of the steps. Seventy five percent (75%) of the infrequent tasks are not
supported by visual cues for one or more their steps.

Without proficiency training there is a high probability that these skills, once trained will erode.15 Pilots flying-
the-line are likely to experience difficulty in inferring or remembering how to perform a task that they have seen
before but not used in the past year. This phenomenon can be found in several accident reports such as the Cali
accident8 and the NTSB report on pitch oscillations.29 These tasks must be retrained on a periodic basis to maintain
proficiency.

Conclusions
The over-reliance on inference of user-interface conventions, inference of steps for similar tasks, or memorized

action sequences to perform airline mission tasks provides an explanation of how the design of the FMS user-
interface contributes to pilot perceptions about the relative difficulty in learning and using the system. These results
have implications for training and for line-operations.

Pilot Training of Existing Equipment
The results of this study emphasize the need to consider the cognitive aspects of training the FMS during the

design of the MCDU pages. Specifically, the absence of visual cues for all the steps in a task extends the number of
repetitions required during training for each pilot to reach proficiency. For tasks that are repeated frequently during
training (e.g. Direct To), this is not a problem.

Steps in tasks that are not supported by salient visual cues and not performed frequently during training or in
revenue service require additional training material. The additional training material should have the following three
properties: First, the pilots should be provided with a complete description of all of the steps required to execute all
the airline mission tasks. This description should include a definition of the task and a description of the triggering
event for the task (e.g. ATC instruction, check list item). This information is critical for the contextualization of the
task for the pilot and is now standard in airline training programs qualified under the FAA’s Advanced Qualification
Program (AQP).30
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In addition to a description of the task, the training material should also provide a description of the FMS function
used to perform the task. The mapping between task and function is the most critical step in developing a robust skill
as it is the starting point of the procedure. This mapping is also largely not supported by the FMS user-interface as the
majority of the functions are “hidden” behind over-generalized or unrelated Mode key labels. Finally, a description
of the access, format, insert and verify steps must also be included.

Second, the RAFIV steps provide a useful framework for organizing the sequence of cognitive and physical
actions for each task. As is the case for most systems, the FMS exhibits some consistencies in cognitive and physical
actions across tasks. These consistencies provide opportunities to generalize the human-computer interaction skills
and stream-line training. For example, tasks can be grouped into task families that share the same FMS function.
Likewise there are general rules for accessing MCDU pages, formatting scratchpad entries, and inserting data, which
are shared between tasks. By explicitly training this information (and the exceptions), pilots will be given general
problem solving skills that will allow them to exhibit robust performance and stream-line learning of new skills.

Third, as shown by this study there are a large number of steps that must be inferred or memorized to become
a skillful user of the automation. The training material must reflect this fact by identifying the infer/remember
steps explicitly. For tasks that rely on visual cues to prompt action sequences, the explicit descriptions must include
information on where to look and how to recognize the visual cues. For tasks that rely on inference or memorized
action sequences, well designed training must support learning the inference or memorization steps with appropriate
mnemonics and appropriate drill and practice.

Pilot Proficiency In Using Existing Equipment
Pilot proficiency during line-operations for infrequent tasks that rely on inference or memorized action sequences

can only be maintained through practice. This could be accomplished using the training material described above
and tested (or quizzed) periodically. One proposal is to provide pilots with a device (e.g. laptop FMS simulation, or
additional MCDU pages) that allows pilots to practice infrequently used skills during long range cruise operations
or layovers.

Design and Evaluation of New Cockpit Equipment
New cockpit systems should be designed with user-interfaces that maximize the use of visual cues, and minimize

the need for inference or memorized action sequences. For frequent tasks, this will minimize training time. For
infrequent tasks this will minimize training time and improve performance during line-operations.

Sherry & Feary31 have developed a Task Design Document (TDD) that can be made part of the approved certifi-
cation process for the development of avionics equipment. The purpose of the TDD is to document the design of the
pilot-avionics interaction required to perform all airline mission tasks. In this way the pilot-avionics interaction is
not an emergent property of design process, but a deliberate design decision that takes into consideration the effect
of the user-interface on training and use.

To provide the basis for a design for efficient training and cockpit operations, the TDD must embody: (i) a definition
of the tasks, (ii) the mapping between tasks and intended functions of the avionics equipment, (iii) the sequence of
steps used by the pilot to interact with the avionics to perform each task, and (iv) the source (see, infer or remember)
for each step.

Airline mission tasks that are complex to execute and mission tasks that require excessive inferencing or mem-
orization of action sequences become apparent in this specification. Re-design of the function or the user-interface
may be required. Alternatively, tasks that require inferencing and memorization of action sequences may require a
“waiver” from the Program Manager before the TDD Review can be signed off.

Designing Graphical User-interfaces for the Cockpit
Several vendors of avionics equipment have responded to the demand for improved cockpit operations by imple-

menting graphical user-interfaces. Graphical user-interfaces in the cockpit do not inherently address the issues of
training and use described above, although several of the features generally associated with graphical user-interfaces
do invoke the See (not Infer/Remember) paradigm. For example, pull down lists provide a See mechanism for Format
and Insert steps. Likewise, menu structures provide See mechanisms for the Reformulate and Access steps.
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Graphical user-interfaces that allow users to manipulate objects (e.g. waypoints) on visual representations of the
environment (e.g. aero charts on the Navigation Display) are particularly prone to issues with the reformulate and
access step. In several examples that we have reviewed, there are no salient cues as to what functions are available, or
how to access these functions. These designs did score exceptionally well on format, enter, insert, and verify steps.

It should be noted that the success of any user interface for the cockpit, graphical or otherwise, lies in the abilities
of the designers to understand the airline mission tasks and provide appropriate functions to support these tasks.14

The design of See (not Infer or Remember) for the Access, Format and Insert steps cannot overcome a mismatch
between task and function in the Reformulate step.32
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